REAL NAME
CONCEALS
PROM GIRL

Graduated From Private School
And Entered For Wellesley But
Went On Stage As Donna

EXTRA!
Threats Received
By Photographer

Just Married
Of Location Scenes
Rex Hubert

Betty has not been seen since the first of the month when she was last heard from. Her whereabouts are now unknown to the authorities.

HAPPY THRONG
ATTEND PROM

One of the highlights of the evening was the arrival of the Prom Throng. The Throng included the usual suspects, including Jack, Bob, and Dick. The atmosphere was electric, with music blaring and everyone dancing to the rhythm of the night.

MEN'S
STOSSER
SHOES

"Johnston & Murphy" Shoes
at
NEW LOW PRICES, $15.95 and $12.50

These splendid new models for Spring wear are now ready to make their selection.